We have used conventional X-ray powder diffraction to study one of the largest volume inorganic mixed oxide unit supercell structures done so far. This necessitated some SAXS-like observations at low angles from < 2° 2θ to concord with electron diffraction, which had indicated an 8×8×8 huge volume supercell of a fluorite-type basic sub-cell.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is perhaps astonishing to have synthesized, by the standard ceramic procedure of co-firing oxides, an ~90% pure very complex oxide crystal type containing Al, Ca, Fe, Mn, Ti, and Zr, with an enormous FCC unit cell with a = 39.269 Å units. It is a member of the pyrochlore-murataite modular polysomatic family (Urusov et al., 2007) with an eightfold supercell of a fluorite-type basic sub-cell viz. M8, (i.e. containing 8×8×8 = 512 basic sub-cells, about 5,250 atoms and 40 distinct symmetry cation positions, (Laverov et al., 2006 (Laverov et al., , 2011a ).
The first member of this group, now dubbed M3, (nearly) isotypic with the natural mineral, murataite (Adams et al., 1974) , was discovered during research on radwaste disposal, in a mixture with many cations, (PDF 00-036-0138 (ICDD, 1982) ). It was recognized as a 3×3×3 fluorite supercell (structurally very similar to the mineral murataite, M, but with a surprisingly very different elemental content) (Morgan and Ryerson, 1982; Morgan et al., 1984) . The detailed crystal structure was published much later (Pakhomova et al., 2013) .
The well-known 2×2×2 cousin is pyrochlore, Py, also frequently considered for radwaste disposal. Subsequently in a superior research effort in Russia, aimed specifically at radwaste disposal, it was discovered that there were a series of modular polytypes between Py and M, such as M5, M7, M8, in addition to M3 (Laverov et al., 1999) ; other packing variants are probably yet, likely soon, to be revealed. Moon tranquillityite brought during the Apollo 11 mission (Gatehouse et al., 1977) , was initially amorphous, but now appears plausibly to be one of these. The regions connecting the fluorite-type sub-cells can vary in fine detail.
The new polytypes, identified by very careful electron diffraction, were first achieved by melt methods; these produced good-sized crystals but with zoning (a downside for single crystal XRD but a plus for radwaste entombment). The polytypes are most routinely made by simple mixed oxide firings, whereupon, the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) method is the method of choice for simplicity and speediness in monitoring exactly how a day-to-day synthesis program may be proceeding, bearing in mind the many variables, of about 6 cation content ratios, the temperatures and times of syntheses and so forth.
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Very large unit-cells turn out to be much more difficult to analyze with advanced powder methods, such as a Rietveld method; analysis on the largest oxide unit cell attempted so far (only 3 cations), was published as La3Ti5Al15O37 (Morris et al., 1994) .
It was later corrected to the originally proposed LaTi2Al9O19 (Morgan, 1984) with the aid of the subsequent single crystal determination of isomorphous SrTi3Al8O19 (Strunk and Müller-Buschbaum, 1993) and checked (as always required today) with bond-valence sums (Kasunič et al., 2011) . The unit-cell considered here, with 6 or more cations in a mixed oxide, is much larger by volume, in fact about three times larger, than an inorganic one previously referred to as "a giant unit-cell" (Aliev et al., 2014) .
The natural mineral, an M3, (Ercit and Hawthorne, 1995 ) is known to contain many defects that include mixed polytypic layers and this probably applies to the "reconstituted-by-heating" tranquillityite (Gatehouse et al., 1977) . In addition, the main diffraction peaks of the supercells, derived from the similar basic sub-cells, means, close overlaps occur for all the polytypes at all the strongest peaks (Laverov et al., 2011b) . Therefore, for quick analysis, we need accurate XRPD patterns especially emphasizing the lowest angle lines where these complex polytypes are most readily distinguishable.
The first possible FCC line/peak of M8, the (111), would be expected at about 2θ = 3°, so special steps must be taken to enable searching at unusually low 2θ angles by masking the background -mimicking a small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) technique. Other modular types, with lower symmetry, could produce even lower angle lines. We present here the XRPD for M8, found to be FCC as predicted, (Laverov et al., 2011a) , exemplifying the ease of indexing and unit-supercell confirmation. Quote:-"From the crystal chemical point of view, the murataite series are the most complex mixed oxides known to date" (Laverov et al., 2011a) .
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Commercial α-Al2O3 (99.99% purity, Taimei Chemicals Co. Ltd., Saitama, Japan), The peak search was carried out with peak search algorithm based on Savitzky-Golay method in powder pattern integrated analysis software (JADE7, RIGAKU, Japan). A fully automatic peak search software, however, has the possibility of failure in detecting the weak peaks; the murataite phase contains large numbers of weak peaks from the supercell (i.e. superlattice reflections); these supercell peaks were manually searched. All indices and the relative intensities were manually calculated Powder Diffraction
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
TEM-SAED (Figure 1 ) revealed that the murataite phase had an 8×8×8 (M8) superstructure. Indexing for all peaks of the murataite phase were carried out mostly manually, securely aware of this. (Table I ) measured the atomic ratio of each element. The pseudobrookite (P)-type phase, containing much Al, Ti and Fe element, agrees well with the conventional formula. We concur that Mn in the starting material is an essential condition for synthetic M formation (Laverov et al., 1999) , where it may reside in trigonal bipyramids (as it often prefers e.g. in YMnO3, as Mn 3+ (Aken et al., 2001) ).
SEM-EDS analyses
Moreover Mn, is known also to aid in the formation of tranquillityite (Gatehouse et al., 1977) , another reason that we think it has similarities in this extended polytypic group.
M8 has 2 α-Keggin groups with an AlO4 tetrahedron at its center (Laverov et al., 2011a) , resulting in the higher Al contents in M8 than in zirconolite (Z).
In Table I , Z's composition is quite like M8 but with a little less Al, and P's composition is quite similar to M8 but with more iron and less zirconium. Reaction appears to be incomplete because the contents of the Z and P sum to about the same composition as the M8. With six elements, it is almost certain that, at 1300°C, a liquid formed from which, on cooling, Z and P crystallized and which facilitated the good crystallization of M8 as micrographic observations (to be published elsewhere). Table I revealed that the resultant phases after sintering were about 90% major M8, about 5% minor (Fe,Al,Mg)2(Ti,Zr)O5 P, and about 5% minor (Ca,Mn)ZrTi2O7-2M Z, (PDF 00-041-1432 and 00-034-0167 (ICDD, 1988 and 1982) ).
In the present work, the XRPD pattern was collected in three distinct 2θ ranges, with specific experimental conditions in each of them.
The XRPD indexing (Table II) Here there is no rare earth so those elements are not mandatory but can play a role as they do in the work of Laverov et al. The full range of elements that will enter these structures is to be determined but appears to be most of the periodic table excepting, perhaps, the very largest ions -making them especially interesting for long-term radwaste sequestration.
IV. SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENT
There is considerable risk when not observing possible low angle very weak peaks, especially as we move to these more complex materials. One particularly "good" example hampered the (maybe overspecialized) applied luminescent/fluorescent community; these researchers published well over 70 papers that maintained that YBO3, and its isotypes, were "vaterites" (isotypic with a form of CaCO3) and/or had hexagonal symmetry -this was actually the strong basic sub-cell with B hardly contributing to the intensities. Low angle very weak peaks would have revealed the larger monoclinic 2-layer pseudowollastonite cell, isotypic with CaSiO3, (pseudowollastonites are notorious for having polytypic complexity, Morgan et al., 1977; Yang and Prewitt, 1999) ; unawareness of the true unit-cells, or intergrowths thereof, quite possibly might partly explain some variable luminescence results. Single crystal work was necessary, coming to the rescue (Lin et al., 2004; Pitscheider et al., 2011) even though the powder technique had, indeed, much earlier flagged the problem (Morgan et al., 1977) .
Although Lin et al. identified the correct monoclinic cell, they were unaware that it is a known pseudowollastonite-type.
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For routine "fingerprinting", slow scans only from ~2° to 15-20° may be sufficient.
Higher intensity sources would be beneficial, but, may not be available on a day-to-day basis. A rotating stage would also help as so many planes must orient in the diffraction mode.
This approach should be applied to M5 and M7 (M3 already done) so as to provide the engineering synthesizer a speedier monitoring to gauge progress in his/her efforts with so many possible cations. Likely other families of very complex polytypes may be discovered more quickly as ceramics style efforts pursue evermore complex cationic mixes for novel/exotic physical properties.
V. CONCLUSION
(1) M8 has been synthesized remarkably pure by the simple standard ceramic procedure of co-firing oxides. Its XRPD contains more than the 239 surely identified lines.
(2) The M8 superstructure was first observed by TEM-SAED enabling the analysis by the powder method with some confidence. The calculated lattice constant, a, of this M8 superstructure is 39.269(1) Å; it is most likely the largest inorganic mixed-oxide unit-cell ever studied by somewhat conventional powder diffraction. 
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